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Executive Summary 

In the first half of 2020, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean continued to focus on pressing 

issues for the Euro-Mediterranean region, while simultaneously adapting its priorities and modus operandi 

due to the COVID 19 pandemic. 

During the 14th Plenary Session, held in Athens on 20-21 February, 240 delegates from 53 countries and 

international organizations, took part in the 

debates of the conference. On this occasion, 

several important decisions were adopted, and 

priorities for continued action were identified. 

Notably, at the Plenary Session, while the COVID 

19 situation was still mainly affecting China, 

PAM delegates already benefited from a 

dedicated briefing from the WHO with scientific 

advice on steps that parliaments could take to 

mitigate the situation.  

Shortly after the Plenary Session, the COVID 19 

pandemic brought on an unprecedented public health crisis, and a rapid global economic recession. In line 

with health regulations set at the beginning of March by national authorities, the UN and WHO, the staff of 

the PAM Secretariat started working from home, and due to the halting of international travel, the original 

calendar of planned activities for 2020 presented in Athens was suspended.  

In March the pandemic began to affect every aspect of life in PAM countries, which required a refocussing 

PAM work on timely research, analysis, and information sharing to provide delegates with data to engage 

nationally and regionally into an effective and coordinated response to the crisis. PAM closely monitored the 

situation and published several sectoral reports addressing the impact of the pandemic, namely on the 

economy and social well-being, migrants and refugees, regional security, travel and tourism, food security, 

education, domestic violence, climate change, misinformation and fake news, and preparedness for the 

second wave.   

To address the economic crisis posed by the 

pandemic, PAM reinforced many of its key 

partnerships. This included with financial 

institutions, such as the World Bank, and 

reinforced operational cooperation with, 

among others, the World Health Organization, 

the World Trade and Tourism Council, the UN 

World Tourism Organisation and Platforma to 

engage in bilateral dialogue and provide PAM 

member parliaments with key policy 

recommendations to support them in national 

debates.  

PAM held its 39th Bureau meeting exceptionally in a virtual format on 4 June 2020 to discuss urgent 

economic, social and security challenges, and to chart the Assembly’s work plan for the coming months. 

PAM organized two major virtual events, namely the joint PAM-OSCE PA–UNOCT Parliamentary Web 

Talk on “Counterterrorism amidst the COVID 19 Pandemic”, which took take place on 30 June 2020, and 

the PAM Panel Webinar Meeting on “Post-COVID Economic Recovery and support to the productive 

sector”, on 8 July 2020. 

In the second semester of the year, PAM will continue to monitor the evolving situation in the region and 

adapt its work plan accordingly. The PAM calendar include the organization of virtual meetings dedicated to 

the Impact the COVID-19 Pandemic on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; the Role of Cultural 



Heritage in reviving the Tourism Sector in the Mediterranean; Radicalization of Women and Role of Women 

in Preventing Radicalization; and to hold the 40th Meeting of the PAM Bureau virtually in late September to 

follow up on the deliberations of the UN General Assembly. 

 

 

Political and Security Related Cooperation 

At the political/security segment of its Plenary Session in Athens, the Assembly focused its debates on 
issues related to Israel-Palestine, ongoing conflict and humanitarian disaster in Syria, the escalation of 
fighting in Libya, the deteriorating situation in the Sahel.  

Through an adopted resolution presented by Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh (Morocco), PAM reaffirmed its support 
for a Two-State solution in the Middle East and proposed a parliamentary track of dialogue to de-escalate 
the political crisis in Libya. Delegates re-affirmed their strong will to utilize parliamentary diplomacy to 
contribute to political solutions for all conflicts in the region, a sentiment which was confirmed again 
when the Bureau members met on 4 June to assess the evolution of the security situation over the first half 
of 2020.   

Additionally, in Athens, PAM took stock of its recent work on counterterrorism, and adopted a resolution 
with key recommendations proposed by Hon. Gennaro Migliore (Italy). Notably, the Assembly endorsed 
the proposal for a UN-led international Mission of Inquiry to be established to assess, on a case by case 
basis, which country is responsible to repatriate, prosecute and rehabilitate the concerned individuals, as 
well as to identify and repatriate families and children who remain in prisons and camps. 

At the onset of the COVID19 pandemic, PAM President Hon. Karim Darwish immediately issued a 
statement of support for the UN Secretary General’s call for a global ceasefire and re-affirmed the need to 
focus our collective efforts on battling the disease.  

PAM Secretariat began to closely follow the implications of the pandemic on issues relevant to the First 
Standing Committee and published several timely articles on regional security amidst the pandemic, food 
security, and the emerging issue of misinformation.  

PAM actively participated in a meeting organized in April by NATO South Hub and Three Stones 
International (TSI) on assessing the impact of COVID on security in Africa. As a follow-up, PAM also 
held a bilateral meeting with TSI to invite the organization to join the PAM Academic Platform to facilitate 
the future exchange of timely information related to security in Africa.  

As the situation in the Sahel is causing increasing concern, PAM contributed to an initiative organized by 
the World Bank in May for parliamentary dialogue on the strategy for the Sahel as a region deeply affected 
by fragility, conflict, and violence. Speaking on behalf of PAM, Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh (Morocco) 
emphasized that the strategy for this region must combine both security and development and called for a 
Marshal Plan type of approach for the Sahel and throughout Africa.  

A particular concern for the Sahel region is the exponential rise in violence caused by jihadi groups linked 
with ISIL and Al-Qaeda, that seek to exploit local conflicts, as well as security and governance vacuums 
for their radical agenda. Hon. Gennaro Migliore (Italy), chair of the PAM Special Committee on 
Counterterrorism, has reported that in the context of the pandemic a perceived poor socio-economic 
response on the part of authorities is likely to further increase the influence of Jihadist movements and 
undermine the official authorities. 

The evolving threat of terrorism continued to 
be a top priority for PAM, even when the global 
attention largely shifted to focus on the health 
and economic crises of 2020. The Assembly 
continued its counterterrorism work in close 
cooperation with key partners, notably with 
OSCE Parliamentary Assembly and UN Office 
for Counterterrorism (UNOCT).  

On 30 June, the three organizations held online 
the first-ever joint Parliamentary Web 
Dialogue on “Countering Terrorism and 



Violent Extremism amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic”. The event provided an expanded platform for 
nearly 200 representatives of over 65 parliaments to engage in a focused security debate, exchange 
views on how to retain counter-terrorism efforts high on government’s agendas during and after the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and reinforce parliamentary co-operation at this critical juncture.  

In July 2020, PAM participated in the UNOCT’s virtual counterterrorism week and highlighted, at this 
global forum, the political consensus achieved among the 34 PAM Member Parliaments to address the 
issue of ISIL survivors and their families currently being held in northeast Syria.  

Additionally, PAM participated in an official visit to Norway in January, organized by the OSCE PA 
and the Norwegian parliament. The event gathered MPs to learn about the horrific terrorist attacks 
suffered by Norway on 22 July 2011 that killed 77 people, to pay tribute to the victims, and to learn 
about Norway’s response to terrorism in the wake of the tragedy, including the relevant legislative 
measures. Such exchanges allow for PAM to build meaningful partnerships beyond its immediate 
region and deepen the scope of our understanding of terrorism trends such as right-wing terrorism, self-
radicalization, and lone-wolf actors. 

 

Economic, Social and Environmental Cooperation 

In Athens, at its Plenary Session, debates mainly focused on socio-economic issues and the key role of 

SMEs and Start-ups in Euro-Mediterranean economies, and the need for MPs to facilitate improved 

access to alternative capital markets by enterprises. This could take place through new and flexible 

legislations and easier access to financial markets. The support by MPs was also requested to enable a 

smooth transition of the current working force to become employable in new green and digital realities. 

In this regard, the Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution on “Financial development and MSMEs: 

Engines for the Euro-Mediterranean economic stability and growth” presented by Sen. Aurel Horea 

Soporan (Romania). The delegates reaffirmed the need for more integration within the Euro-

Mediterranean region, such as establishment of a regional market, which would make transports less 

costly, and better support for SMEs, which make up the largest share of the economic activity in the 

region.  

On environmental issues, discussions focused on encouraging PAM national parliaments to become the 

engine of a new dynamic phase adopting efficient and scientific-based legislative and regulatory 

frameworks, in line with the best available academic knowledge, in order to increase efforts towards 

achieving a sustainable eco-friendly economy in the Mediterranean. Parliamentarians also called for 

effective policies to combat climate change and mitigate its effects with the aim of reaching zero 

emissions by 2050. Within this framework, delegates emphasized the importance of rural development 

and green economies. On this topic, the Assembly adopted the resolution “Follow up to the COP25 and 

the need to act for enhanced Climate Action” introduced by Hon. Alain Perea (France).  

 

COVID-19 pandemic and recovery phase 

As the COVID-19 pandemic has severely tightened external financing conditions for countries across the 

income spectrum, disrupting trade, supply chains, and investment flows in the Mediterranean region, 

PAM has worked in close coordination with regional and international key players to identify and share 

operational solutions for the recovery phase. 

Tourism, including its related supply industries and services, is one of the economic sectors first and 

most heavily affected by the COVID-19 in the Mediterranean region. In this regard, PAM launched a 

reinforced partnership with the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) in terms of promoting the 

recovery of tourism sector. A Webinar coordination meeting between the two organizations took place 

on 7 May 2020, which emphasized the need of coordinated approach at the international, regional and 

national level for the recovery of the tourism sector. 

In the framework of this cooperation, PAM shared with its national parliaments and partners a set of 

Protocols and Standards, prepared by WTTC to ensure safe resumption and promotion of both Travels 

and Tourism, in light of the strategic role of parliamentarians in addressing the matter. In the same 



context, PAM launched a new partnership with the UN World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), and will 

sign a MoU in the near future. 

PAM contributed to "the Virtual Parliamentary meeting on Pandemics and COVID-19", which organized 

by the World Bank on 24 April. The meeting focused on how to take rapid, coordinated action to mitigate 

the negative human and economic effects of COVID-19 and future pandemics, as well as the legislative 

efforts required to bolster physical and human capital, protect the private sector, and limit the negative 

social and economic impacts on the most vulnerable. 

In the framework of the activities of the PAM Economic Panel, PAM contributed to the Annual Investment 

Meeting (AIM) Webinar, organized by the Ministry of Economy of the UAE and which took place on 11 

May. The event was dedicated to “Importance of SME Partnerships in Post Crisis Era”. The meeting 

stressed the need of an ambitious plan to sustain SMEs, in terms of easier access to credit, fiscal and 

monetary efficiency within a coordinated approach. 

During the PAM Bureau meeting, held virtually on 4 June, delegates discussed the economic recovery 

strategies, support to SMEs, the labour market and the relaunch of tourism, which is vital for the entire 

Mediterranean region. Hon. Pedro Roque highlighted the recent work conducted by PAM with key actors, 

such as the World Bank, which have been coordinating with PAM on supporting a coordinated 

parliamentary approach to the recovery phases 

 It was further agreed the need for regional, multifaceted and coherent cooperation is needed to contain the 

pandemic and mitigate its health, social, and economic consequences.  

On 16 June, PAM actively participated and contributed to the second virtual meeting on the Response to 

the economic emergency caused by Covid-19, organized by the Parliamentary Network of the World Bank 

and the International Monetary Fund. The meeting underlined the catastrophic effects of the pandemic on 

global economic and financial systems, with 

special focus on the critical impact of the crisis on 

the most fragile and vulnerable segments of the 

society. 

On 8 July 2020, PAM organized a high-level 

webinar forum on governmental and legislative 

actions required to support the productive 

sector in the post-COVID Economic Recovery.  

The forum gathered policy and decisions-makers, 

senior experts and representatives of international 

organizations and financial institutions, and the 

productive and academic sectors to review best innovative strategies for a safe, swift, coherent and 

integrated economic recovery in the Euro-Mediterranean and Gulf regions. 

Over 160 delegates, representing governments, parliaments and economy of 26 countries, registered for the 

event, reflecting the great desire and unique opportunity to interact and cooperate among themselves in 

facing the unprecedented socio-economic crisis associated to the pandemic. 

Speakers focused on strategies and instruments to sustain national efforts, entrepreneurs and workers, in 

terms of easier access to credit, fiscal and monetary instruments.  

Moreover, as direct follow-up on this event, PAM will organize in September 2020 a series of dedicated 

working tables, chaired by Hon. Centemero and Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh of Morocco, where Start-Ups, 

incubators and SMEs entrepreneurs, engaged in the PAM Start-up Market Project, will be paired with 

business angels, venture capitals and innovation agencies from the Euro-Mediterranean and Gulf regions, 

to kick start cooperation projects. 

In parallel to these effective activities, PAM issued a number of dedicated thematic papers on economic 

issues in the context of the pandemic, in order to provide the PAM constituency updated on the best 

practices and guidelines on legislative approaches to the recovery phases. 



The topics covered included use of economic and financial instruments, food security and trade barriers, 

climate change, safe resumption and promotion of both Travels and Tourism in the Euro-Mediterranean 

region, and Economic response in phase two of COVID 19 in PAM region, among others. 

On the issue of energy sector, at the Bureau meeting on 4 June, Hon. Roque emphasized that massive off-

shore gas discoveries over the past decade in the Eastern Mediterranean indicated that the region has a 

chance of becoming one of the world’s most significant sources of natural gas over the next few decades. 

However, he stated that high tensions between neighbouring countries over Eastern Mediterranean 

resources, including live-fire navy exercises conducted in areas designated by other countries as part of 

their exclusive economic zone (EEZ), remain a major obstacle to the future of energy cooperation in the 

region. In this regard, Hon. Roque reaffirmed that PAM priority is enhancing regional cooperation and 

respect for the territorial sovereignty of states to ensure safe and sustainable flow of energy supplies in the 

region. 

In the same context and in the framework of the Academic Platform, a professor of the University of 

Federico II, member of the PAM academic Platform, is preparing a dedicated report on “Energy Security”, 

in view of the PAM meeting on “Sustainable Development: energy demand and security of supply in the 

Mediterranean region”, which is tentatively scheduled to take place next year, organized in cooperation 

with the Parliament of Cyprus. 

Regarding Climate Change and Environment, due to the coronavirus, the COP26, which was due to take 

place in Scotland later in the year, has been postponed until fall 2021. On its side, PAM will continue 

addressing climate change as a priority issue and will continue to reinforce its ties with all national and 

international actors involved in climate change, especially with UNEP MAP. 

 

Dialogue among Civilizations and Human Rights 

In Athens, the PAM plenary debated the issue of Migration and Human Rights. In restating their 

commitment in promoting and protecting human rights, delegates pledged to support the creation of a 

better-tailored mechanism to afford all migrants, regardless of their status, coverage of basic needs and 

services, while respecting national laws in countries of origin, transit and destination. Parliamentarians also 

called upon the international community, and the EU in particular, to address the root causes of migration 

and to enhance economic development to avoid further instability, which forces people migrants to flee 

from their homeland in search for better economic opportunities or protection. The role of Parliaments in 

championing human rights, especially in the context of the emerging use of artificial intelligence was also 

stressed and it was decided to establish, under the aegis of the 3rd PAM Standing Committee, a dedicated 

Task Force on the issue. The TF shall analyze its increased use and its potential to reinforce or threaten the 

protection of Human Rights. The PAM Secretariat is at present preparing a dedicated report on Human 

Rights and artificial intelligence, which will be shared soon with all PAM Members. 

In Athens, the Assembly adopted the resolution “From crisis to governance of migration and refugee 

flows", introduced by Hon. Ammar Moussi (Algeria), and one on "PAM MPs for Human Rights”, by Hon. 

Sandrine Mörch (France).  

With the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, many activities scheduled to take place in the first 

semester of 2020 had to be postponed or cancelled. These include the PAM meeting on Migration, which 

was supposed to take place in Morocco in March, and the conference on “Parliamentarism and Religious 

faith”, which PAM was co-organizing together with the Interparliamentary Assembly of Orthodoxy in 

Brussels. Similarly, PAM participation to many events organized by partners has also been affected. 

Among others, the Dubai International Humanitarian Aid and Development Conference that had to be 

postponed and will take place next year.  

During this exceptional situation, PAM reinforced its cooperation with WHO, and the PAM Secretariat 

served as support platform for the engagement of parliaments if facing the pandemic. PAM disseminated, 

inter-alia, a set of tailored WHO guidelines for PAM Members to oversee and ensure an effective and 

coordinated governmental response to the current pandemic. During the acute phase of the pandemic, PAM 

also kept high attention on issues at the heart of the 3rd Committee, namely migrants and refugees, 



domestic violence, as well as education and cultural heritage. 

In particular, recognizing the extreme vulnerability of migrants and refugees to health hazards PAM, from 

the very onset, urged its Member countries to include migrants in national and international efforts, as an 

integral part of any effective public health response. This also to ensure equitable access to treatments, as 

well as to the social measures introduced to mitigate the economic downturn caused by COVID-19. 

Moreover, PAM recommended its Member States to contribute to the OIM appeal for funding of the 

COVID-19 Global Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan. 

PAM reacted very quickly to the humanitarian crisis at the border between Greece and Turkey in March. In 

a statement on behalf of the Assembly, Hon. Darwish joined the UN High-Commissioner for Refugees and 

the Director General of IOM in urging the international community, and the EU in particular, to adopt and 

implement, as a matter of urgency, agreed policies based on solidarity and burden sharing, to avoid that 

countries be left alone to deal with the situation. The statement stressed the need to provide, in a human 

manner and full respect of international law and human rights, all refugees with basic assistance and 

services, as stated in the PAM Resolution adopted in Athens.  

PAM also attended the WebTalk “Burning Issues in Fighting Trafficking in Persons”, organized on 5 May 

by the Permanent Mission of Israel to the UN in Geneva, as well as the video-conference on “The Situation 

of Refugees and Other Displaced Persons during the Pandemic: The Need for International Cooperation”, 

which was hosted on 9 May by the ICMPD and Antalya Diplomacy Forum.  

The pandemic raised PAM’s concerns on the alarming increase of domestic violence, an issue which was 

debated in depth in Athens, during the debate on the report and resolution on Human Rights. PAM 

repeatedly echoed the call by the United Nations Secretary General for urgent action to combat the 

worldwide surge in domestic violence and to make the prevention and redress of violence against women a 

pivotal part of member States’ national response plans for COVID-19; decisions that require a pro-active 

role for legislators.  

During the PAM Bureau meeting held virtually on 4 June, it was further agreed to organize a webinar 

meeting on how to improve the current legislation and national prosecution and protection practices to 

defeat and weaken violence against women, and domestic violence in general. This could take place 

immediately after the summer recess. In this regard, PAM attended the Web Talk on “The Gender 

Implications of Covid-19”, which was hosted by videoconference by the Permanent Mission of Israel to the 

UN in Geneva, on 9 June. 

At the same Bureau meeting, Hon. Ehm highlighted the pressure that COVID-19 pandemic put also on the 

education systems. It was recognized that several and unprecedented challenges have to be considered by 

PAM Member States in the present transition phase, such as an urgent adaptation in the educational system, 

as well as a commitment to improve vocational training opportunities for ensuring growth in job creation in 

the Euro-Mediterranean region. PAM, within its Panel on External Trade and Investments in the 

Mediterranean and its Academic Platform, were identified as instrumental to provide a forum for such 

reflection, sharing of best practices and lessons learned. In the 

meanwhile, the PAM Secretariat is  remotely hosting a 

considerable number of junior researchers, from both the 

North and the South shores of the Mediterranean, in line with 

the commitment of the Assembly to facilitate mutual 

understanding among students in the Euro-Mediterranean 

region and promote further interaction within and among 

young researchers and universities. 

On the issue of Human Rights, and in the framework of the 

excellent partnership with the UN Office of the High 

Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), the latter 

requested PAM’s support to encourage the respective 

governments and diplomatic representatives in New York to 

facilitate the ongoing initiatives at the UN General Assembly 



for the UNGA to note and adopt the Principles on Parliament and Human Rights. 

Moreover, in September, PAM and Platforma, the pan-European coalition of towns and regions – and their 

national, EU and global associations, will organize a joint webinar. The aim is to discuss the impact the 

COVID-19 pandemic on human rights and fundamental freedoms in the Mediterranean basin in general, 

and on vulnerable or disadvantaged groups in particular, as well as to highlight recovery solutions, multi-

level partnerships, peer-partnerships, initiatives, and/or good practices involving local and regional levels of 

governance. The meeting will also dedicate a special session to domestic violence and will tentatively take 

place in the end of September 2020. 

PAM will also organize, together with the NATO NSD-S HUB, a study day on the “Radicalization of 

Women and Role of Women in Preventing Radicalization, which will tentatively be held in October/

November, if the travel restrictions are lifted, or postponed to 2021. 

Finally, PAM will organize a webinar, tentatively in November 2020, on the unique role of cultural heritage 

in the Euro-Mediterranean region, as a tool for economic recovery through the tourist sector.  

In the framework of the Academic Platform, PAM also finalized two important partnerships respectively 

with the John Hopkins University and the Fordham University, to formalize the existing cooperation and, 

for the latter, frame its regular contribution to the International Diploma in Humanitarian Assistance 

(IDHA). 

 

Managerial/financial update 

PAM Secretariat began to work remotely from home from the onset of the pandemic, and has utilised the 

best available technological solutions and an adapted modus operandi to ensure the continuous functioning 

of PAM structures, while ensuring that WHO health precautionary measures for the staff were enforced at 

all duty stations.  

In June, the Bureau agreed to organize its next meeting, in virtual format, in September after the UNGA, 

and a second – possibly in-person - in December or January in Paris, generously hosted by the French 

Parliament. On that occasion, the Bureau would be able to endorse the financial report / audit and 

preliminary budget for 2021, ahead of the Plenary Session, in order to facilitate the payment of national 

contributions by member states for the next year. This procedure would be necessary should the Assembly 

be forced by travel restrictions to postpone its Plenary Session from February to May 2021.  

In this regard, it was noted that for the dates of the next Plenary Session, to take place in Cagliari, Italy, 

there are two options depending on the opening of external EU borders and the full resumption of 

international flights: either end of February, as originally set, or in the second half of May 2021, 

immediately after the Ramadan. The decision will be made depending on the evolution of the situation.  

Consultations to finalise of the Host Country Agreement with Italy for the Regional Office in Naples and 

those preliminary with San Marino for the opening of the PAM Study Centre are both advancing. 

On the financial side, as of 16 July 2020, PAM Secretariat had received 680,059EUR, amounting to 78 % 

of the budget, plus a special grant of 14,000 EUR to offer scholarships to students from Israel and Palestine. 

The receipt of 190,890EUR from member parliaments for 2020 is still outstanding. There are also sizable 

arrears pending from Montenegro, Mauritania and Tunisia for previous years, as well as some 15,000 Euro 

of VAT refunds from the Maltese Ministry of Finance. In addition, PAM Secretariat is also expecting some 

40,000 Euro due by associate countries for the year 2020.   

 

 

 



 

 

Key events organised by PAM in the 1st semester 2020: 

 

• 38th PAM Bureau Meeting and 14th PAM Plenary Session, 19-21 February 2020, Hellenic 
Parliament, Athens Greece 

• 39th PAM Bureau Meeting, 4 June 2020, online 

• Joint PAM-OSCE PA-UNOCT Parliamentary Web Dialogue on “Countering Terrorism and Violent 
Extremism amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic”, 30 June 2020, online 

• Meeting of the PAM Economic Panel on “Post-COVID Economic Recovery and support to SMEs, 
Fintech, Venture Capital and Start-Ups", 8 July 2020 

 

 



PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

Assemblee parlementaire de la Mediterranee

الجمعيـــة  البرلمانيــة  للبحـــر  األبيــض  المتوســـــــط
Assessed Contributions by country - 2020

MEMBER

No. COUNTRY EUR
 REC 

2020 

 PEN 

2020 

 PEN 

2019 

 PEN 

2018 

 PEN 

2017 

 PEN 

2016 

 PEN  

2015 

 PEN  

2014 

 PEN  

2013 

 PEN 

2012/11 
TOTAL DUE

1 France 121,000 96,800 24,200 24,200

2 Italy 121,000 106,000 15,000 15,000

3 Israel 45,240 45,240 0 0

4 Libya 44,770 44,770 44,770 44,770 40,700 40,700 40,700 40,700 40,700 51,400 389,210

5 Greece 41,470 41,470 0 0

6 Portugal 41,470 41,470 0 0

7 Romania 41,470 41,470 0 0

8 Turkey 41,470 41,470 0 0

9 Algeria 37,070 37,070 0 0

10 Croatia 37,070 37,070 0 0

11 Serbia 37,070 37,070 0 0

12 Egypt 30,470 30,470 0 0

13 Cyprus 22,770 22,770 0 0

14 Malta 22,770 22,770 22,770

15 Bosnia-Herzeg. 18,370 18,370 0 0

16 Morocco 18,370 18,370 18,370

17 Syrian Arab Rep. 18,370 18,370 18,370 18,370 16,700 16,700 16,700 16,700 16,700 16,700 155,310

18 Tunisia 18,370 18,370 18,370 36,740

19 Andorra 15,290 15,290 0 0

20 Monaco 15,290 15,290 0 0

21 San Marino 15,290 15,290 0 0

22 Jordan 12,870 12,870 0 0

23 North Macedonia. 12,870 12,870 0 0

24 Albania 11,770 11,770 0 0

25 Lebanon 11,770 11,770 0 11,770

26 Montenegro 11,770 11,770 11,770 11,770 35,310

27 Mauritania 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 16,500

28 Palestine* 0

TOTAL AMOUNT 871,010 680,059 190,890 98,780 80,410 57,400 57,400 57,400 57,400 57,400 68,100 725,180

100% 78.1% 21.9% 11.3% 9.2% 6.6% 6.6% 6.6% 6.6% 6.6% 7.8% 83.3%

STATUS as of 21 JUL 2020
 Assessed 

Contribution 

2020 





 14 - 15 January 
OSCE PA Ad Hoc Committe on Countering Terrorism Official 
Visit to Oslo, Norway, in cooperation with the Norwegian 

Parliament 
I

Norwegian Parliament 
Oslo, Norway 

14 - 15 janvier
Visite officielle du Comité ad hoc de l'AP OSCE sur la lutte 

contre le terrorisme à Oslo, Norvège, en coopération avec le 
Parlement norvégien

I Parlement norvégien 
Oslo, Norvège

17 January PAM Official Visit to the Hellenic Parliament B
Hellenic Parliament

Athens, Greece

17 janvier Visite officielle de l'APM au Parlement hellénique B
Parlement hellénique

Athènes, Grèce

29 - 30 January Annual Meeting of the three UfM Energy Platforms II Barcelona, Spain

29 - 30 janvier Réunion annuelle des trois plateformes énergétiques de l'UpM II Barcelone, Espagne

3 - 7 February UNOCHA Humanitarian Networks and Partnerships Week III
United Nations

Geneva, Switzerland

3 - 7 février
Semaine des réseaux et des partenariats humanitaires de 

l'OCHA
III

Nations unies
Genève, Suisse

11 - 12 February 
OSCE / UNOCT / Switzerland Joint Regional High-level 

Conference on “Foreign Terrorist Fighters – Addressing 
Current Challenges”

I
OSCE

Vienna, Austria

11 - 12 février 
Conférence régionale conjointe de haut niveau OSCE / UNOCT 
/ Suisse sur « Les combattants terroristes étrangers - Relever 

les défis actuels »
I

OSCE
Vienne, Autriche

18 - 23 February 
Mediterranean Sea: Border of Peace

 of Italy
III

Italian Episcopal 
Conference Bari, Italy

18 - 23 février 
Méditerranée, frontière de paix

III
Conférence épiscopale 

italienne Bari, Italie

19 - 21 February 38th PAM Bureau Meeting and 14th PAM Plenary Session I-II-III
Hellenic Parliament

Athens, Greece

PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
              ASSEMBLEE PARLEMENTAIRE DE LA MEDITERRANEE

ــــطA1:D+الجم ــض  المتوســـ حـــر  األب ــة  لل لمان ــة  ال ـ  108ع

2020
as of / mis à jour le 30.07.2020

PAM Preliminary Work Plan (in red) and
Relevant Events to which the Assembly has been invited (in black)

Plan de travail provisoire de l’APM (en rouge) et
Événements auxquels l’Assemblée a été invitée (en noir)



19 - 21 février 
38ème Réunion du Bureau de l'APM et 14ème Session 

plénière  de l'APM
I-II-III

Parlement hellénique
Athènes, Grèce

24 - 26 February OECD Global Parliamentary Network Meeting II
OECD

Paris, France

24 - 26 février Réunion du réseau parlementaire mondial de l'OCDE II
OCDE

Paris, France

2 March
Presentation of the ISMED Report on Mediterranean 

economies (in cooperation with PAM)
II  ISMED Naples, Italy

2 mars
Présentation du Rapport ISMED sur les économies 

méditerranéennes (en coopération avec l'APM)  
II Naples, Italie

14 April Bilateral meeting with the World Health Organization  B
WHO-PAM 

Videoconference

14 avril Réunion bilatérale avec l'Organisation mondiale de la santé  B
OMS-APM 

Vidéoconférence

16 April
EBRD Webinar: Coronavirus and the Global Economy: What 

Next?
II EBRD, Videoconference

16 avril
Webinaire de la BERD: Coronavirus et économie mondiale: 

quelles suites possibles?
II BERD, Vidéoconférence

24 April
WB-IMF Virtual Parliamentary Briefing on Pandemics and 

COVID-19 (in cooperation with PAM)
II

WB-IMF, 
Videoconference

24 avril
Briefing parlementaire virtuel BM-FMI sur les pandémies et le 

COVID-19 (en coopération avec l'APM)  
II

BM-FMI , 
Vidéoconférence

27 April PAM Economic Panel internal consultations II PAM, Videoconference

27 avril Consultations internes du Panel économique de l'APM II APM, Vidéoconférence

28 April
NATO NSD-S HUB Webinar:  Covid-19 Response In Africa (in 

cooperation with PAM)
I

NATO Strategic 
Direction South Hub 

Videoconference

28 avril 
Webinaire du Pôle pour l’Axe Stratégique Sud de l’OTAN sur la 
Réponse au Covid-19 en Afrique (en coopération avec l'APM)  

I
Hub sud de la direction 
stratégique de l'OTAN, 

Vidéoconférence

5 May  WebTalk on Burning Issues in Fighting Trafficking in Persons III
P.M. of Israel to the UN 

in Geneva, 
Videoconference

5 mai 
WebTalk sur les questions cruciales dans la lutte contre la 

traite des être humains
III

M.P. d'Israël auprès de 
l'ONU à Genève, 
Vidéoconférence

6 May
World Bank Virtual Parliamentary Meeting on The World 

Bank Fragility, Conflict & Violence Strategy in the Sahel (in 
cooperation with PAM)

I-II
World Bank, 

Videoconference

6 mai

Conférence parlementaire virtuelle de la Banque Mondiale 
sur la stratégie de la Banque mondiale en matière de fragilité, 

conflit et violence (FCV) dans le Sahel (en coopération avec 
l'APM)   

I-II
Banque Mondiale, 
Vidéoconférence



7 May Bilateral meeting with the World Travel and Tourism Council II
PAM/WTTC, 

Videoconference

7 mai 
Réunion bilatérale avec le Conseil mondial du voyage et du 

tourisme
II

APM/WTTC, 
Vidéoconférence

11 May
Annual Investment Meeting – Webinar on Importance of SME 

Partnerships in Post-Crisis Era (in cooperation with PAM)
II

UAE’s Ministry of 
Economy, 

Videoconference

11 mai
Réunion annuelle sur les investissements - Webinaire sur 

l'importance des partenariats avec les PME dans la période 
d'après-crise (en coopération avec l'APM)  

II
Ministère de 

l'économie des EAUs, 
Vidéoconférence

12 May Bilateral meeting with Three Stone International   I  Videoconference

12 mai Réunion bilatérale avec Three Stone International I  Vidéoconférence

14 May
 WebTalk on Cyber security for international institutions  and 

health system
I

P.M. of Israel to the UN 
in Geneva, 

Videoconference

14 mai
WebTalk sur la cybersécurité pour les institutions 

internationales et le système de santé"
I

M.P. d'Israël auprès de 
l'ONU à 

Genève,Vidéoconférenc
e

15 May
Bilateral meeting with PLATFORMA and Council of European 

Municipalities and Regions (CEMR) 
I-II-III

PAM/CEMR, 
Videoconference

15 mai
Réunion bilatérale avec PLATFORMA et le Conseil des 

Communes et Régions d'Europe (CCRE)
I-II-III

APM/CCRE, 
Vidéoconférence

19 May 
Bilateral meeting with World Tourism Organization/Europe 

Department 
II

PAM-UNWTO, 
Videoconference

19 mai 
Réunion bilatérale avec l'Organisation mondiale du turisme/ 

Département Europe 
II

APM/OMT, 
Vidéoconférence

20 May
Bilateral meeting with the Institute of International 

Humanitarian Affairs, Fordham University
III

PAM/IDHA, 
Videoconference

20 mai
Réunion bilatérale avec l'Institut des affaires humanitaires 

internationales, Université de Fordham
III

APM/IDHA, 
Vidéoconférence

21 May Coordination Meeting with Innexta II PAM, Videoconference

21 mai Réunion de coordination avec Innexta II APM, Vidéoconférence

27 May
Annual Investment meeting Webinar on Financing and Policy 

Responses to the Global Crisis Impact on SMEs and 
Entrepreneurship

II
UAE’s Ministry of 

Economy, 
Videoconference

27 mai
Webinaire de l’Assemblée annuelle des investissements sur le 
financements et les réponses politiques aux effets de la crise 

globale sur les PME et l’entreprenariat
II

Ministère de 
l'économie des EAUs, 

Vidéoconférence

27 May
UfM- MEDports Association Webinar “Impacts of the COVID-

19 pandemic on Ports and Maritime Transport in the 
Mediterranean Region”

II
UfM- MEDports, 
Videoconference



27 mai
Webinaire de l'UpM- Association MEDports  " Les impacts de 
la pandémie COVID-19 sur les ports et le transport maritime 

dans la région méditerranéenne"
II

UpM-MEDports, 
Vidéoconférence

29 May
World Economic Forum Briefing on How COVID-19 is affecting 

food security
I-II

World Economic 
Forum, 

Videoconference

29 mai
Briefing du Forum Économique mondial sur l'impact de COVID-

19 sur la sécurité alimentaire
I-II

Forum Économique 
Mondial, 

Vidéoconférence

4 June 39th PAM Bureau Meeting B PAM, Videoconference

4 juin 39ème Réunion du Bureau de l'APM B APM, Vidéoconférence

9 June Web Talk on The Gender Implications of Covid-19 III
P. M. of Israel to the 

UN in Geneva, 
Videoconference 

9 juin
Web Talk sur les sur les implications du Covid-19 en matière 

de questions de genre
III

M. P. d'Israël auprès de 
l'ONU à Genève, 
Vidéoconférence

9 June
The Situation of Refugees and Other Displaced Persons during 

the Pandemic: The Need for International Cooperation
III

Antalya Diplomacy 
Forum and ICMPD 
Videoconference

9 juin
La situation des réfugiés et autres personnes déplacées 
pendant la pandémie : La nécessité d’une coopération 

internationale
III

Forum diplomatique 
d'Antalya et ICMPD, 

Vidéoconférence 

10 June  Presenta on of the latest OECD Economic Outlook II OECD, Videoconference

10 juin
Présentation  des nouvelles perspectives économiques de 

l’OCDE
II

OCDE, 
Vidéooconférence

16 June
Virtual Parliamentary Meeting on the IMF and the responses 
to COVID-19 and policies for an inclusive and green recovery

II

Parliamentary Network 
on the World Bank and 

the IMF, 
Videoconference

16 juin
Conférence parlementaire virtuelle sur le FMI et les réponses 

au COVID-19 et les politiques pour une reprise inclusive et 
durable

II

Réseau parlementaire 
sur la Banque mondiale 

et le FMI, 
Vidéoconférence 

18 June
15th Advisory Board meeting of the Climate Technology 

Centre & Network
III CTCN, Videoconference

18 juin
15éme réunion du Centre et réseau des technologies 

climatiques
III CTCN, Vidéoconférence

30 June 
 PAM - OSCE PA - UNOCT Web Dialogue "Countering Terrorism 

and Violent Extremism amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic"
I

PAM-OSCE PA-UNOCT, 
Videoconference

30 juin 
Dialogue parlementaire AP OSCE-APM-UNOCT en ligne : 

"Lutte contre le terrorisme et l'extrémisme violent dans le 
cadre de la pandémie de COVID-19"

I
APM-AP OSCE-UNOCT, 

Vidéoconférence

6-10 July  United Nations virtual Counter-Terrorism Week I
United Nations, 
Videoconference

6-10 juillet Semaine virtuelle des Nations unies contre le terrorisme I
Nations Unies, 

Vidéoconférence



7 July Webinar for Parliamentarians: COVID-19 and Gender Equality III
IPU, SDSN 

Videoconference

7 juillet
Webinaire pour les parlementaires:  COVID-19 et l'égalité 

entre les sexes
III

IPU, SDSN 
Vidéconférence

8 July
PAM Panel Webinar Meeting on

Post-COVID Economic Recovery and support to SMEs, Fintech, 
Venture Capital and Start-Ups 

II PAM, Videoconference

8 juillet
Réunion Webinaire du Panel de l’APM sur la reprise

économique post-COVID et soutien aux PME, à la Fintech, au 
capitalrisque et aux Start-ups 

II APM, Vidéoconférence

15 july

The Big Reset: Learning from COVID-19 to fast-track the SDGs 
Parliamentary Forum at the United Nations High-level Political 

Forum 
on sustainable development 

II IPU, Videoconference

15 juillet

Le grand redémarrage :Tirer des leçons de la COVID-19 pour 
accélérer la réalisation des ODD

Forum parlementaire dans le cadre du Forum politique de 
haut niveau des Nations Unies pour le développement durable

II IPU, Vidéoconférence

21 July Webtalk on Forced Migrations III IIHA, Videoconference

21 juillet Webtalk sur les migrations forcées III IIHA, Vidéconférence

17-18 August  13th Summit of Women Speakers of Parliament III IPU, Videoconference

17-18 août  13ème Sommet des femmes présidentes de parlement III IPU, Vidéoconférence

19 - 20 August  5th World Conference of Speakers of Parliaments I
IPU

Videoconference

19 - 20 août 5ème Conférence mondiale des Présidents de parlement I
IPU

Vidéoconférence

8-9 September
7th Session of the Working Group on the Smuggling of 

Migrants
III UNODC, Vienna Austria 

8-9 septembre
7ème session du groupe de travail sur le trafic illicite des 

migrants
III

ONUDC, Vienne 
Autriche

9-10 September 10th Session of the Working Group on Trafficking in Persons I UNODC, Vienna Austria 

9-10 septembre
10ème session du groupe de travail sur la traite des êtres 

humains
I

ONUDC, Vienne 
Autriche

14-15 September
OSCE-wide Counter-Terrorism Conference on “Effective 

Partnerships Against Terrorism and Violent Extremism and 
Radicalization that lead to Terrorism

I OSCE, Vienna, Austria 

14-15 septembre
Conférence de l'OSCE sur la lutte contre le terrorisme 

"Partenariats efficaces contre le terrorisme et l'extrémisme 
violent et la radicalisation qui conduit au terrorisme"

I OSCE, Vienne, Autriche 

Mid September (tbc)
Meeting of the PAM 3rd Standing Committee on Domestic 

Violence
III PAM, Videoconference



mi-septembre (à 
confirmer)

Réunion de la 3ème Commission permanente de l'APM sur la 
violence domestique

III APM, Vidéoconférence

17-21 September 
(tbc)

27th General Assembly of Interparliamentary Assembly on 
Ortodoxy 

III Crete, Greece

17-21 septembre (à 
confirmer)

27ème Assemblée générale de l’Assemblée 
interparlementaire sur l’Orthodoxie

III Crète, Grèce

18 September (tbc)
PAM-PLATFORMA-  joint meeting: The impact the COVID-19 

pandemic on human rights and fundamental freedoms in the 
Mediterranean Area 

III
PAM-PLATFORMA, 

Videoconference

18 septembre (à 
confirmer)

Réunion conjointe  PAM-PLATFORMA-: L'impact de la 
pandémie COVID-19 sur les droits de l'homme et les libertés 

fondamentales dans la région de la Méditerranée 
III

APM- PLATFORMA, 
Vidéoconférence

22-26 September 75th Session of the UN General Assembly I-II-III
UN Headquarter, New 
York, Videoconference

22-26 septembre 75ème session de l'Assemblée générale des Nations unies I-II-III
Siège de l'ONU, New 

York, Vidéoconférence

end of September 
(tbc)

40th PAM Bureau Meeting B PAM, Videoconference

fin de septembre (à 
confirmer)

40ème Réunion du Bureau de l'APM B APM, Vidéoconférence

1 October
Mostra Viva del Mediterrani: the great meeting of 

mediterranean cultures
III

 ACM Foundation, 
Valencia Spain 

1 octobre
Mostra Viva del Mediterrani: La grande réunion des cultures 

méditerranéennes
III

Fondation ACM, 
Valence Espagne

8 October
NATO NSD-S HUB:Emerging and Disruptive Technologies in 

the Middle East and Africa
II

NATO NSD-S HUB, 
Videoconference

8 octobre
 Pôle pour l’Axe Stratégique Sud de l’OTAN: Technologies 

émergentes et disruptives dans le Moyen-Orient et l'Afrique
II

 Pôle pour l’Axe 
Stratégique Sud de 

l’OTAN, 
Vidéoconférence

October
(tbc)

Meeting of the PAM 2nd Standing Committee
“Sustainable Development, Energy Demand and Security of 

Supply in the Euro-Mediterranean Region”
II

Parliament of Cyprus
Nicosia, Cyprus

octobre
(à confirmer)

Réunion de la 2ème Commission permanente de l'APM
"Développement durable, demande d'énergie et sécurité 

d'approvisionnement dans la région euro-méditerranéenne"
II

Parlement de Chypre
Nicosie, Chypre

12-18 October (tbc)
Global Parliamentary Conference of the World Bank, the 

International Monetary Fund and the Parliamentary Network 
on the World Bank and IMF 

II
World Bank HQs

Washington D.C., USA

 12-18 octobre (à 
confirmer)

Conférence Parlaimentaire Globale de la Banque Mondiale, 
Fonds Monétaire International et du réseau Parlementaire sur 

la BM e FMI 
II

Siège de la Banque 
Mondiale

Washington D.C., EUA

15 - 16 October (tbc) IOM International Dialogue on Migration (IDM) III
United Nations

Geneva, Switzerland

15 - 16 octobre (à 
confirmer)

Dialogue international de l'OIM sur la migration (IDM) III
Nations unies

Genève, Suisse



mid of october (tbc)
 UN/IPU International Expert Meeting on the development of 

model legal provisions on support and protection of needs 
 and rights of vic ms of terrorism 

I
Italian Senate
 Rome, Italy

fin de octobre (à 
confirmer)

Réunion Internationale ONU/ UIP d'experts sur le 
développement de dispositions législatives types  sur le 

soutien et la protection des besoins et des droits des victimes 
de terrorisme 

I
Sénat italien 
Rome, Italie

20 october (tbc)
Joint meeting PAM- NATO NSD-S HUB: The Radicalization of 

Women and Role of Women in Preventing Radicalization 
I-III

Italian Parliament 
Rome, Italy 

20 octobre (à 
confirmer)

Réunion conjointe PAM- Pôle pour l’Axe Stratégique Sud de 
l’OTAN: La radicalisation des femmes et le rôle des femmes 

dans la prévention de la radicalisation  
I-III

Parlement italien
Rome, Italie

 end of October(tbc) MENA-OECD Women's Economic Empowerment Forum II Stockholm, Sweden

 fin de octobre (à 
confirmer)

Forum MENA-OCDE sur l'Autonomisation économique des 
femme

II Stockholm, Suède

beginning of 
November (tbc)

Meeting of the PAM 3rd Standing Committee on Cultural 
Heritage and Tourism

III PAM, Videoconference

début novembre (à 
confirmer)

Réunion de la 3ème Commission permanente de l’APM sur le 
patrimoine culturel et le tourisme

III APM, Vidéoconférence

3-4 November (tbc) Climate Investment Summit II

World Climate 
Foundation, 
Copenhagen, 

Denmark/ 
Videoconference

3-4 novembre (à 
confirmer)

Sommet sur les investissements climatiques II

Fondation mondiale 
pour le climat, 
Copenhague, 
Danemark/ 

Vidéoconférence

November
(tbc)

MENA-OECD Working Group on Investment and Trade II Rabat, Morocco

novembre
(à confirmer)

Groupe de travail MENA-OCDE sur l'investissement et le 
commerce

II Rabat, Maroc

9-11 November (tbc) Reykjavík Global Forum- Women Political Leaders III

 (WPL)/ Government 
and the Parliament of 

Iceland, Reykjavik, 
Iceland 

9-11 novembre ( à 
confirmer)

Forum mondial de Reykjavík - Femmes leaders en politique III

(WPL)/Gouvernement 
et le Parlement 

d'Islande, Reykjavik, 
Islande

11-13 November 
(tbc)

4th Mediterranean Water Forum II
UfM ,IME, Energy and 
Water Agency of Malta

11-13 novembre (à 
confirmer)

4ème Forum méditerranéen de l'eau II
UpM ,IME, Agence de 
l'énergie et de l'eau de 

Malte

12 November (tbc) NATO CIMIC Field/Staff Worker Course I
Ministry of Defence

Motta di Livenza, Italy

12 novembre (à 
confirmer)

Cours CIMIC OTAN pour le personnel/ travailleurs sur terrain I
Ministère de la défense
Motta di Livenza, Italie

16-18 November
MedECC Meeting on The Mediterranean: Scientific expertise 

for decision-makers
II

Plan Bleu, Mistral and 
MedECC, Marseille, 

France



16-18 novembre 
Réunion du MedECC sur La Méditerranée: compétence 

scientifique pour les décideurs
II

Plan Bleu, Mistral et 
MedECC, Marseille, 

France

November
(tbc)

The South Days: Southern Italy meets Tunisia
 (under the auspices of PAM and in cooperation with the 

Parliament of Tunisia)
II

Confindustria
Naples and Caserta, 

Italy

novembre
(à confirmer)

Les journées du Sud: le sud de l'Italie à la rencontre de la 
Tunisie

 (sous les auspices de l'APM et en coopération avec le 
Parlement tunisien)

II
Confindustria

Naples et Caserte, Italie

24 - 27 November 111th Session of the IOM Council III
United Nations

Geneva, Switzerland

24 - 27 novembre 111ème session du Conseil de l’OIM III
Nations unies

Genève, Suisse

3 - 4 December 27th OSCE Ministerial Council I
Albanian MFA
Tirana, Albania

3 - 4 décembre 27ème Conseil ministériel de l'OSCE I
MAE albanais

Tirana, Albanie

6 - 10 December 
(tbc) UNCTAD World Investment Forum II

UNCTAD
Abu Dhabi

United Arab Emirates

6 -10 décembre (à 
confirmer) Forum mondial de l'investissement de la CNUCED II

UNCTAD
Abu Dhabi,

Emirats arabes unis

December
(tbc)

Annual Meeting of the PAM Special Committee on Counter-
Terrorism

I
Italian Parliament

Rome, Italy

décembre
(à confirmer)

Réunion annuelle du Comité spécial de l'APM sur la lutte 
contre le terrorisme 

I
Parlement italien

Rome, Italie

7-15 January
   International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 

World Conservation Congress 2020
II

Ministry for the 
Ecological and Inclusive 
Transition, Marseilles, 

France

7-15 janvier
Congrès mondial de la nature de l'Union internationale pour 

la conservation de la nature (UICN)
II

Ministère de la 
Transition écologique 
et solidaire, Marseille, 

France

10 January
IDHA Lecture on parliamentary diplomacy -International 

Diploma in Humanitarian Assistance 
III Geneva, Switzerland

10 janvier
IDHA Séminaire sur la diplomatie parlementaire - Diplôme 

international en assistance humanitaire
III Genève, Suisse

end of January (tbc) 41th PAM Bureau Meeting B
French Parliament, 

Assemblée Nationale, 
Paris, France

fin de janvier (à 
confirmer)

41ème Réunion du Bureau de l'APM B
Parlement français, 

Assemblée nationale, 
Paris, France

2021



 (tbc) 15th Session of UNCTAD II
UNCTAD Bridgetown, 

Barbados 

(à confirmer) 15ème session de la CNUCED II
CNUCED Bridgetown, 

Barbade

18-19 February (tbc) 42th PAM Bureau Meeting and 15th PAM Plenary Session I-II-III
Italian Parliament / 

Sardinia Region
Cagliari, Italy

18-19 février  (à 
confirmer)

42ème Réunion du Bureau de l'APM et 15ème Session 
plénière  de l'APM

I-II-III
Parlement italien / 
Région Sardaigne

Cagliari, Sardaigne

13 March
IDHA Lecture on parliamentary diplomacy -  International 

Diploma in Humanitarian Assistance 
III Amman, Jordan

13 mars
IDHA Séminaire sur la diplomatie parlementaire - Diplôme 

international en assistance humanitaire 
III Amman, Jordanie

14- 17 March
DISAB/DIHAD - Dubai International Humanitarian Aid & 

Development Conference
III

Dubai,
United Arab Emirates

14- 17 mars
DISAB/DIHAD - Conférence internationale de Dubaï sur l'aide 

humanitaire et le développement
III

Dubaï, 
Émirats Arabes Unis

30 May
IDHA Lecture on parliamentary diplomacy - International 

Diploma in Humanitarian Assistance 
III New York, New York

30 mai
IDHA Séminaire sur la diplomatie parlementaire - Diplôme 

international en assistance humanitaire 
III New York, New York

28-29 July 
19th Meeting of Heads of Special Services, Security Agencies 
and Law-Enforcement Organizations on Counter-Terrorism 

Matters
I

Saint-Petersburg, 
Russian Federation

28-29 juillet

19ème XIX Réunion des chefs des Services Spéciaux, des 
Agences de Sécurité et des Organisations chargées de 

l’application de la loi sur les questions de lutte contre le 
terrorisme

I
 Saint-Pétersbourg, 

Fédération russe

October (tbc) 142nd Assembly of the Inter-Parliamentary Union I
IPU

Kigali, Rwanda

octobre (à 
confirmer)

142ème Assemblée de l'Union interparlementaire I
UIP 

Kigali, Rwanda

1 October Expo 2020 Dubai I-II-III
Dubai,

United Arab Emirates

1 octobre Expo 2020 Dubaï I-II-III
Dubaï, 

Émirats Arabes Unis

9-12 November
26th United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP 26) II

Glasgow, United 
Kingdom 

9- 12 novembre 26ème conférence de l'ONU sur le changement climatique 
(COP26)

II Glasgow, Royaume-Uni
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